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'1 
The present invention relatesto improvements 

in the bag} making art’ and, more particularly, 
to: an improved form of bag of the type, having 
automatically openinebottoms'and to. ‘a method 
of, producing the same. ' 

facture of \bass used. for packaged, products, par 
ticblarly food. products, bags. were used to a sub 
stantial extent which were provided with those 
automatic opening types of satchel or diamond 
fp‘ld bottom bags. The manipulations of the 
material in these typeset, bags make it extremely 
diiiipult, if not imppssibla'to produce a, bottom 
which is sift-proof, Inthe past various attempts 
were made to make the bottom of thesetypes of 
bass sift-proof, either. by using, a supplemental 
patch member or by providing additional folds in 
the. bottom to. obtain the‘ same result. These 
attempts were not. SatiSfaQtPfY due t0. the. fact 
that they were expensive and. in, the latter ‘in. 
stance. resulted in the. utilised-Q11 of more mate 
rial than can economically be ‘allowed fol-"such 
purposes. Moreover, the methods involved in 
these procedures were rather complicated and 
could not be carried'out by means ofxconve‘n 
tional machinery. iilthoug-h from v‘time to'time 
various other ‘suggestions and proposals were 
madeto solve the outstanding problem, none, as 
far asI am' aware, of these prior suggestions and 
proposals was completely satisfactory ‘and suc 
cessful on a practical and commercial scalel 

It is an object of the present invention to elim 
inate the foregoing difliculties and disadvantages 
experienced in the manufacture anduse' of bags 
of the automatically ‘opening bottom ‘type; ‘ 

It is another object of ‘the present invention 
to provide a bag having a. bottom” of'the auto 
matically opening type in which’ complementary 
lines of adhesive are provided along’ predeter 
mined lines of; the material of the ‘bag ‘which is 
subsequently going to form the bottom insuch 

are. when 
‘ elation and form a‘contin'uous 
clam or wall interppsed between the'fold's of the 
bottom and the exterior of the bag. " ' 7 

It is a tuner Qbiect or thepreséei invention 
to storm‘? a .si-fi-lzroof and Substantially ?uid 
tieilt. has having lines Qt, a suiiablé ajd. 15.1mm 
videcl in. ‘predetermined. (regions. themes said. lid 
hesive have adapted to, be fused. after the, 1? me 
iion of. the boitem structure t9. culvert it, 1.. ‘a 
Sift-Prom and in some cases substantially ?ies 
tight, structure ' ' ' 
The invention also. cpntenslaies. the, erevisiqn 

of eresietermined, reams. on. the testis square 

a manner that these lineslof adhesive 
into cooperating r 

ijgsthose skilled in the art know, in the manu- - 
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of a‘ bagv having a non-fusible layer or coating 
thereon“ which in. the formed-up condition of: the 
bag ‘prevents such regions from fusing and ‘ad 
hering to each other. upon the application-‘0f 
heatand pressure thereto. ' ' e I -' 

' It is also within the contemplation of the pres 
ent invention to provide a novel and improved 
method for the quantity production of sift-‘proof 
bags'ofthe automatic opening'bottom type which 
is simple in character and which maybe carried 
out with great facility on a practical and: in 
dustrial scale'by means of- existing'ma-chinery 
without requiring any" complicated. ‘and expen 
sive changes. ' " ' ' ‘ '_ " 

Other and further objects and advantages of 
the invention will become’ apparent from the 
following description’ taken in" conjunction'with 
the accompanying drawings in which: ‘ 

Fig. 1 illustrates‘ a plan view, somewhat frag 
mentiary in character, of a. continuous‘ web or 
strip of paper showing 'the manner in ‘which 
the'lines of adhesive are applied thereto before 
ithis made into bags; ” ’ ' ’ “ " ' 

Fig‘. 2 depicts an end view of- the tube formed 
fromv the web illustrated. in Fig. 1; ’ ' 

Fig. 3 shows a' perspective. view of the end or 
bottom portion of the bag during the initial step 

Fig. 4 is a perspective view showing a further 
step in making ‘the bottom structure. of. the bag‘; 

Fig. 5 is a similarview of the resulting bot-tom 
structurei ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ” 

Fig. 6 illustrates a plan View of a web of flex. 
ible "material havingflines of adhesive provided 
thereon for the‘pro'vision of‘ a sifteproof'bottom 
structure; ' ' ' ' ’ 

Fig, '7 depicts a plan view 
the web illustrated in'Fig. 6; 

Fig. 8 shows'the portions of the bag forming 
the bottom‘ in their partially completed form; ' 

~ Fig. 9 is a similarivie'w. 'of- the bottom ‘portion 
of the bag shown in Figs. 6 to Sin its completed 
form prior to folding’ over the resulting tabs. 
Broadly stated, according to the principles of 

the invention I obtain the desired sift-proof qual 
ity‘ of the bottom'by providing'a suitable adhe 
sive, preferably of- the reactivable or fusible type, 
along predetermined lines on the material of the 
bag which is to form the bottom. This ‘adhesive 
is provided in such regions and in such a‘ man 
ner that as soon‘ as ' s converted 

of the other. side of 

‘ _ the'fweb, or strip i 

into a tubewith apreforrned bottein, these regions 
of adhesive will be brought into a contacting 
or cooperating relationshipanda continuous dam 
<51" we will behemoth between. its new 



‘where a dam 'or fusion seam 
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the bottom and the exterior of the bag. This 
desirable result may be accomplished in various 
ways. Thus, when for simplicity of manufacture 
it is preferred to provide all of the adhesive re 
gions on one side of the web,vthe web may be 
provided with longitudinal strips of adhesive ad 
jacent to the side edges thereof. These longi 
tudinal lines of adhesive are supplemented by 
a continuous line or strip of adhesive extending 
across the web in such a manner that upon the 
formation of the bottom structure these lines of 
adhesive will be brought into complementary or 
cooperative relation and into a' single plane. 
After the bottom has been formed, these cooper 
ating lines of adhesive may be fused by the appli 
cation of a heated pressure surface against the 
exterior of the bottom structure whereby a con 
tinuous dam of fused adhesive will be interposed 
between the interior and the exterior of the bag. 
As a modi?cation of this concept, a Web of non 
fusible sheet material may ‘be provided with re~ 
activable adhesive in predetermined regions of 
vboth sides thereof, said regions being constructed 
and arranged to be automatically brought into 
registering and cooperating position during the 
formation of the bottom structure. It is also 
possible to apply the principle of the invention 
to' bags of the so-called duplex type, in which 
generally a non~fusible external sheet or web 
and a fusible internal liner web are arranged in 
superposed position. In these types of bags the 
complete inner surface of the bag is fusible and 
in order to obtain the desired selective adhesion, 
it is necessary to render predetermined regions 
thereof non-fusible. This may be accomplished 
in various ways such as by applying a layer, or 
coating, of non-fusible material to such regions. 
This non-fusible layer may be constituted by a 
patch of paper, or of a coating material which is 
either non-fusible or, in‘ case it is fusible, has a 
melting point which is higher than that of the 
fusible liner material. In this case, when after 
the formation of the bottom structure a heated 
pressure surface is applied to the bottom sur 
face, only those regionswill be fused together 

is desired while the 
other regions of the inner surface of the bag re 
main unaffected. It will be noted that in all of 
these various forms of my invention the essential 
concept is to provide an automatically opening 
bottom in a bag which is originally not sift-proof 
and to ?nally convert this imperfect bottom struc 
ture into a completely sealed and sift-proof bot 
tom structure by the app ‘cation of heat and 
pressure to predetermined regions of the ?nished 
bottom surface. 
Referring now more particularly to Figs. 1 to 5 

of the drawing, a preferred embodiment of the 
invention will be described. A_ web I of suitable, 
non-fusible sheet material having a width deter 
mined by the dimensions of the bag to be pro 
duced is provided with longitudinal lines of a suit 

> able adhesive 2 adjacent to the lateral edges 
thereof. In addition, a transverse line 3 of simi 
lar adhesive extends across the complete width 
of web I and connects longitudinal lines of ad 
hesive 2. As it will be noted in Fig. 1, this trans 
verse line of adhesive has horizontal portions vI! 
and 5 extending across the portions of'the web 
subsequently forming the end panels of the ?n 
ished bag and similar horizontal lines '6 and ‘I 
extend across the portions of the web which are 
going-to form the main panels thereof. These 
horizontal lines of, adhesive are connected by 
means of longitudinal lines of adhesive 9, H), H 

10, 

15, , 

, reentrant'end panels 
' longitudinal lines of 
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4 
and I 2. The object of these lines of adhesive 
will be more fully explained as the description 
proceeds. Conventional incisions or cuts l3 and 
M are provided in the terminal regions of the 
main panels and are adapted to form tabs l5 
and It‘, the object of which is well known to those 
skilled in the art. Although in practical opera 
tion these incisions are generally provided at 
a later stage in the manufacture of the bag, their 
provision has been shown already in web I for 
convenience of description and illustration. 
The ?rst step in converting web I into a bag 

is to fold it along a plurality of longitudinal lines 
_ ll, [8,19, 20, 2! and 22 and thereby to convert 
it into a tube having main panels 23 and 24 and 

25 and 26. At the same time 
adhesive 2 will be brought 

into a- face to face relation and may be fused by 
means of a heat-sealing device. The general 
appearance of the tube' thus formed will, be read 
ily seen in Fig. 2 of the drawing showing main 
panels 23 and 24, reentrant end panels 25 and 
26, and turned-downlongitudinal ?n 21 provided 
by the union of adhesive lines 2. After the tube 
having the dimensions of the desired bag is ob 
tained, its terminal regions are squared-up to 
form the structure shown in Fig. 3, this being 
part of the conventional procedure in forming a 
bag of the automatically opening bottom type. 
The terminal portions of end walls 25 and 26 
may now befolded down ?at towards each other. 
This will result in the structure illustrated ‘in Fig. 
4_ showing the terminal regions of end walls 25 
and 26folded towards each other and the termi 
nal portions of main panels 23 and 24, including 
tabs l5 and l 6, extending flat into opposite direc 
tions. It will be readily appreciated that in this 
position of the bottom structure, adhesive lines 
‘6 and 7 of the main panels will be in a cooperat 
ing and contacting relation with adhesive lines 
l0 and II, and I2 and 9, respectively. Likewise, 
adhesive lines 4 and 5 extending across the termi 
nal edges of end panels 25 and 26 will be brought 
into a cooperating and contacting position and 
may be turned down ?at to form a bottom ?n 
28. In other words, all of these cooperating lines 
of adhesive have been brought into a single plane, 
to wit: that of the main panels. After these pre 
liminary steps have been accomplished, tabs 16 
and I5 may be folded into an overlapping posi 
tion and may be secured together by a spot of 
adhesive 29 provided on the larger tab 15. This 
step completes the bottom structure and provides 
a conventional automatically opening bottom of 
the so-called ABC type depicted in Fig. 5. 0f 

not be any more sift 
proof orleak-proof than that of a bag made by 
the conventional procedure. However, this bag 
having an imperfect closure at the bottom region 
thereof may be converted in a simple and com 
pletely satisfactory manner into a bag having a 
completely and positively sift-proof bottom struc 
ture by the application of heat and pressure to 
the upper surface of the lbottom structure. This 
may be accomplished in various ways well known 
to those. skilled in the art such as for example, 
by applying a, heated pressure plate against the 
upper surface of the flattened bottom structure. 
I prefer to apply a resilient and yielding backing 
surface to the other side of the resulting struc 
ture as this is more fully described in my U. S. 
Patent No. 2,125,758 issued to me on August 2, 
1938. The effect of heat and pressure will fuse 
the cooperating lines of adhesive together and 
these fused lines of adhesive will form positively 



leakeproof‘ and-sift-proof-lseamsibetween'?tlieiiolds 
of 'theJbot'tom; Itewill be readilyiunderstood ‘that 
theseeseamsewill positivelye'seallthe bottom‘st'ruc 
ture and-‘willlpreventltlieleakageof 2material-“i'roi-"n 
the bag: 

Figs- 6 ?and 19illustratea'modified-i'embodiment 
of"the*invention;- While'liriith'e':embodiment? de-‘ 
scribedlin the’foregoing-éall‘of the‘rlines or-ifusi-ble 
adhesive have‘ been- appliedf'i't‘o' one“fac'e1 ofilthe 
web : from- which‘ the bag’; is vfor-med; inlthe‘i'erm 
bo'dimenttnow to be1d'escribedfaiportio f the 

adhesive lines; is: provided? on" one faic web’ and v another: portionr-thereof :is providedion 

the other face ofitheiweb: The-appearanceroi 
the vweb ‘ is .1 shown in‘: Figs;v . 6 ‘and? '7iillustrating a 
portion‘ of the web‘: in proximityitothe terminal 
reg-ions; thereofz- Of“ course, in actual practice‘ the 
web:v is provided ‘int. substantial; lengths. and-'Ythe 
lines: of" adhesive iarrange'diin vtheiproper QJHd‘PSllilI-l 
able fcon?guration‘lare' ‘repeated 'satipredetermin‘ed 
distancescorresp'onding .ztogrthe‘ 'len'gtlr of wtheeine 
diviclualfbagsito be formed: Asiit'wil-lrbe noted 
in . Fig.1 6,". essentially a’lwe'b 1 31.‘: of ‘non-‘fusible 
sheet'elike‘and' ?exible material‘ ‘is; provided. In 
the‘ terminal vregion's-‘oft web 31.; . It provide“ U 
shaped lines‘32 and-3360fi'anfadhesive of suitable 
character; the" horizontal portions of '» 3t 
and 35>,‘-v respectively- extendotransvers‘ely' across 
the' portions mfrweb“ 3 I" which” are“ subsequently 
forming main‘ ‘panels’: 36''.an'di31 :‘ Thelongitudi» 
nally or" downwardly extending‘v " portions 5 of» - the 

U -shaped " adhesive-. are’: denoted by» refer 
ence'ch‘araoters 38F;v 39 ,t d?wand Ms > Conventional 
incisions -42, and‘ .43 rarer provided in- .therterrninal 
regions’of mainpanels'??- and 31 iand-provideoone 
ventional‘tabs Mwand?-d?: Aj‘rdeposit/or coating 
of “fusible ‘adhesive-is also provided Lon :thewinner 
surface: of - tab' 44: Due vto’the ‘factthat this‘type 
of ‘bag is. contemplated ;‘with a- lapctype» seam», 
onezof the longitudinal lines of‘v adhesiveBS-ape 
pears at-‘the- right v‘lateral rextremity ' of"- the ‘web 
but > will :be brought» into ?- apposition: - ‘which it 
will iform‘ continuationwo? 1. adhesive dine» Ma atter 
web-3i has-been converted‘: into ‘a tube. 
The other'si'de ofwe'b r3 Ifrwhich’v is. subsequently 

going to'form'rth'e outer-‘surface :ofrthe bag isde 
picted in Fig. .7‘; ltiwill be'nQtedY‘that.theweb-is 
provided‘ withv transverse-dines of“ f adhesive-- exi 
tending" throughout": the ‘width : of- the web‘ with 
the exception of'tab‘silw'rand‘fMr Thu'sptransi 
verse line of adhesive“ extends‘ across end panel 
4'!"and ‘a portion-of main panel-31 A'si-milar 
transverse line of i adhesive‘ 48 extendssacrosswthe 
remaining ‘portion 10f“ main :panel ' 31; the acorn-> 
ple'tel'wldth of.endpaheMH'tand'part'iof ‘the width 
of main panel‘ 353-».- A-dh‘esiv‘e-‘f line" 50% extends 
through theYremainlngp'ortioni'of ‘main panel“ 36. 
Adhesivelineniis»somewhat ‘narrower thanilin-es 
seam 5ilifand~ provides: a? narrow, uncoatedi mar; 
gin '58, the-'ob'jectiofewhich'wlllgappear-l ‘ore-fully 
hereinafter. 

InI formingl'the‘ bag“; web? -3l~ Iis' -' folded-*f‘along-i‘a 
plurality'of? longitudinal linesikl 52,; 5351 54} 55 
and 56 -to ' form altub'e- havin‘gi'mainlpanels 
and '31 and? endhlpanels 4'1" and 149,57 respectively, 
and ‘the ‘ lateral: i-m'arginal portions; thereof? are 
secureditogether in the formv of’ i a lapl'se‘amvl. by 
means of a~longitudinali=linelof ‘iadh‘esivei?'l? Of 
course,‘this adhesive‘may \be ‘of ‘any suitable ‘type, 
such‘ as ‘ordinary; glue,‘ and-“does” not i'h‘awfeitdbe 
of a'fusible character; Duelto‘theiaotthatthe 
stepsin forming~the~bag~and its‘ bottomstructure 
from -' the web are ‘identical’ with: " thos'wdés'ori-bed 
irrlconnectiomwitlrthe previous Lembodiinent‘of ' 
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6 
the inventiong~ no‘; detailed: description thereof 
will‘f-be‘?necessaryi’ It?‘ uf?'eie'ntfitofstatei'that 
aft'er-~ olditigi the?‘ te _l-llregioh'si of-lit'hei end 
panelsetogetnerian 1 ding- thei-tern’iinalliiporé 
tions’ of tli‘elma'iri-ipanelsiiinto!opposite-‘directions, 
thestructureliniFi‘gs 91'is obtainedv The: arrange; 
m'e'nt‘and tliet'coop'er‘ation offithei‘vari‘ous'i‘strips 
of i fusible: adhesive will be best -' understood“ from 
Fig. s‘lsh‘owing portions?» ofi'thebottom structure 
liftedi- uplfor-theisakefofclarity.’ It ‘will ‘be ‘noted. 
that in‘ this-1 assembled? position of" the a‘ bottom 
structure; the transverse-'- portions" 34?.and <35‘! of 
theT'U ishaped lihes'of adheSiveh'aVé'T-be'en"brought 
into a faceitoface relation with'étheir'corresponde 
ing- longitudinal. portions ear-and‘ 13 Gland-'4 0 ‘audit 1 ; 
respectively‘? Likewise; ‘the transverse? strips‘ ‘of 
a‘dhe'sivevd?ii-tml and-550' are‘ brought into" adjacent 
positions and are veiq'aose'dito thei‘exteriorsr Pref; 
erably the length of these portions'lis so'1deter‘-' 
mined-‘that I the ' marginal-i portions bearingi the 
a'dh'esi'i'rer ‘lines 46" and’ 5B" v‘slightly {overlap 'li'ne‘f-t? 
andiare-‘restingvon the n'a-r-ro'w and-'iclear' Pstrip1‘58l 
This‘ will-‘prevent any“ adhesive ‘leaking: intoz‘the 
interior of I the‘ bag ! during‘ vthe subsequent heati 
seali-hgl'operatiorl‘f» Héreaite'r, the‘v extensions‘ of 
main panels-36il‘and ‘3-1 ending‘ in -'t'abs"M*.‘-a'nd1. 45', 
respectively, are‘ foldedf'intox‘an?overlappingilposie 
tio'n-~ toicomple'teI th'ei botton'i‘v structure ‘and 
may‘ be‘ secured in‘ such- positionv by? means 
of ~‘ a-"spotl ofi adhesive! 159"“provi'd‘ed; on 'the inner 
surface of'tab 45E‘ In-lthiscompletedi’p'ositionvoi 
the‘ bottom‘ structure, the por-tions"'-of-’ adhesive 
lines! li?‘iand 'tai'ib‘eyond‘ fold‘ IinesSU-fand-"BI ‘will 
cover the‘portions of'such' iadhesiy‘ei'li'nes between 
saidifold' lines: and 5-tllereby1'w'ill1-ibe -‘ brought into 
a/rfacelto face vrelation therewith‘: Thus; all'of 
the folds in the bottom structure are provided 
witlrcooperating lines of ‘adhesive at lthé‘ternii'nal 
regions» thereof‘ and such- cooperati'vé ‘lines I of an; 
hesive may be-‘fusedito'gether vby‘the application 
of a heated pressure surface againstfthaou'ter 
surface ‘of vthe‘:?nished?bottomfstructure. 1 This 
will provide la ‘plurality of‘ heatesealedl'iseamstahd 
will!" convert‘ the :v-b'ottom‘ structure“.: into‘. ’ one of 
positivelyileakeproof ‘ andg ‘sifteproof'"ch'aractern 
Theimaterials employed 'in the bags embody‘ 

ing: - the ‘ invention‘ 1 may ‘be'1 of various‘; character 
according to‘ the packaging.E problem‘ contem 
plated." The‘ non'éfus'ible" web is ‘ g'e‘nerallyf con 
stitu'ted of paper" although; otherfmaterials‘ of l a 
non-fusible character, such @as‘i metal foils, may 
be employedv with equal- or-isi‘rnil'arresults; The 
fusible adhesive‘ may be- constituted'ioff aisuit 
able rubberyv material,' such raserubber? hydroe 
chloride; a- chlorinated" rubber compound-sold 
un'der‘the name Plio?lm,‘ and~3various~~synthetic 
resins of which a‘vinyll- resin’ sold under the name 
of‘ Vinylite- is anexample. These fusible ~ ad; 
hesives are preferably applied‘ to the surface‘ of 
the" non-fusible“ web“ by‘v means of 1 a* printing‘, 
coating’orsp'reading process<~in \the form? of’ia 
solution in a volatile solvent. The preferred-‘mai 
terial for the fusible liner of the duplex'bag em~ 

It swillrbe'lnotedthat the present linvention‘p'roe 
vides'"'va‘rious novel‘ types’of' bags'of the auto 
maticallly' ‘opening’ bottom '‘ type" ’ having - a com‘ 
plétely---sift-‘proof'- *and‘ ‘in "many -‘oases v"eveni-fluid‘ 
tight ‘character. Of course;- these'iimportant-“new 
results ‘andedvantages couldi‘notibetobtained‘iiby 
means ~ of» ‘conventional bags‘ for the Iaut‘omatically 
ope‘n-ingi bottor'n'i type ialli for fwhich’lard-{sumee-t‘lto 
leakage 1 ‘to a=1-les's‘er‘-/ or 33 gl‘éaté?i Xteh?'i 
otherimpertantadvantagesot'ithezpresent in‘ 
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vention reside in the circumstance. that as far 
aslactual mechanical manipulations of'the sheet 
like material are concerned, these are similarto 
the manipulations followed in making conven-_ 
tional bags of the automatically opening bottom 
type so that‘ existing machinery may be used 
with slight changes. The critically important 
vdifference resides in the provision of my adhe 
sive lines or non-fusible regions of special ar 
rangement which are subsequently brought into 
complementary and cooperating position and 
which may be subsequently fused together into 
a sift-proof or ?uid-tight structure by the simple 
expedient of applying a hot pressure surface 
thereto. Therefore, my novel bags may be read 
ily manufactured on a quantity production scale 
with existing machinery, which only has to be 
supplemented with a heat sealing device of ap 
propriate character. ‘ - 

Although the present invention has been de 
scribed in connection'with a few preferred em 
bodiments thereof, variations and modi?cations 
may be resorted to by those skilled in the art 
without departing from. the principles of the 
present invention. _ Thus, although I have shown 
principally bags having reentrant end walls, 
which are generally referred to in the art as 
ABC bags, obviously, the same inventive con 
cept may be employed for bags of the type‘in 
which the end walls are folded outwardly along 
their medial lines and which are referred to in 
the trade as satches type or diamond fold type 
bags. I consider all of these variations and mod 
i?cations as within the true spirit and scope of 
the present invention as described in the fore 
going description and ‘defined by the appended 
claims. ‘ 

This application is a division of application 
Ser. No. 335,045, ?led May 15, 1940, issued as 
Patent No. 2,353,606, July 11, 1944. . 

I claim: > 

1. A bag of the automatically opening bottom 
type which comprises in combination a tube of 
non-fusible sheet material folded longitudinally 
along a plurality of lines to form a pair of side 
panels and a pair of main panels connected to 
said side panels, a, preformed rectangular bottom 
structure-?attened in the plane of said main 
panels constituted of extensions of said side pan 
els folded towards each other and of the result 
ing tabs folded over each other, U-shaped lines 
of fusible adhesive on the inner surface of the 
portions of said bottom structure forming ex 
tensions of said main panels, said U-shaped lines 
opening toward the outermost free edges ofv the 
main panel flaps, and lines of adhesive on the 
outer surface of the end marginal portions of the 
extensionsgof said side panels, said lines of ad 
hesive being in register with each other and to 
be fused together by the application of a heated 
surface to a substantially ?uid-tight and-sift 
,proofbottom closure of the automatically open 
ing type. 

2. A bag of the automatically opening bottom 
type which comprises in combination a tube of 
non-fusible sheet material folded longitudinally 
along a plurality of lines to form a pair of side 
panels and a pair of main panels connected to 
said side panels, a pair of incisions in each of 
said main panels providing a tab at the end of 
each of said panels, a preformed rectangular 
bottom structure flattened in the plane of said 
main panels including the lower marginal edges 
of said side panels folded towards each other 
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8 
into a slightly overlapping position and the lower 
ends of said main panels and tabs folded over 
each other, a U-shaped line of fusible adhesive 
surrounding each of said tabs on the inner sur 
face of said tube and opening towards the outer 
most free edge of the main panel flaps, and 
transverse lines of fusible adhesive on the lower 
marginal edges of said side panels on the outer 
surface of said tube, said U-shaped lines of ad 
hesive and said transverse lines of adhesive be 
ing folded into a cooperating and face to face 
position and being fused to a substantially ?uid 
tight structure by the application of heat against 
the surface of said bottom structure. 

3. The process of making a bag of the auto 
matically opening bottom type which comprises 
providing a web of ?exible non-fusible sheet 
material, applying a strip of a fusible adhesive 
adjacent to each of the longitudinal edges of 
saidweb, folding said web along a plurality of 
longitudinal lines to bring said longitudinal 
strips of adhesive into a face to face relationship 
and to form a-tube having a pair of main panels 
and a pair of reentrant side panels connecting 
said main panels, fusing said strips of adhesive 
to form a longitudinal ?n-type seam, applying 
spaced continuous lines of fusible adhesive trans 
versely extending across said main and said side 
panels in a staggered position and having lon~ 
gitudinally extending portions connecting the 
same, folding the terminal portions of said pan 
els into a rectangular overlapping bottom-form 
ing position’ and thereby bringing said trans 
versely extending lines of adhesive into a co 
operating and face to face position in the plane 
of the resulting bottom structure, applying heat 
and pressure against the outer surface of the 
resulting bottom structure to simultaneously fuse 
said cooperating lines of adhesive and to convert 
them into dams effectively preventing the escape 
of ?uid from said tube through the intervals of 
the superposedlayer in said bottom structure, 
and severing'the resulting bag from said tube. 

4. The process of making a bag of the auto 
matically opening ‘bottom type which comprises 
providing a web of non-fusible sheet material, 
applying a'strip of a fusible adhesive adjacent 
to each of the longitudinal edges of said web, 
folding said web along a plurality of longitudinal 
lines‘ to bring said strips of adhesive into a face 
to face relationship and to form a tube having 
a pair of main panels and a pair of reentrant side 
panels connecting said main panels, fusing said 
strips of adhesive to form a longitudinal fin-type 
seam, applying spaced continuous lines of fusible 
adhesive connecting said longitudinal strips of 
adhesive across said web, said lines of adhesive 
extending transversely across said main and said 
side panels in a staggered relation and having 
longitudinal connecting portions, making a pair 
of spaced incisions in each of said main panels 
to provide a closure ?ap therein, folding the 
terminal portionsof said panels and said flaps 
into an overlapping rectangular bottom-forming 
position and thereby bringing the transverse 
lines of adhesive on said side panels into register 
ing position with each other and the transverse 
lines of adhesive on said main panels into a reg 
istering and face to face position with said con 
necting portions of adhesive substantially in the 
plane of the resulting bottom structure, severing 
the resulting bag from said tube, and subse 
quently applying a heated pressure plate against 
the upper face of said bottom structure and a 
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resiliently yielding backing plate against the 
other face of said structure whereby said co 
operating lines of adhesive are fused and form 
dams interposed between the folds of said bottom 
structure and the exterior of the bag. 

5. The process of making a bag of the auto 
matically opening bottom type which comprises 
providing a web of non-fusible sheet material, 
folding said web along a plurality of longitudinal 
lines and adhesively securing together the side 
edges thereof to form a tube having a pair of 
main panels and a pair of reentrant side panels 
connecting said main panels, applying down 
wardly directed U-shaped lines of fusible ad 
hesive to the terminal regions of the inner sur 
face of said main panels, applying transverse 
lines of such adhesive to the terminal edges of 
the outer surface of said panels, squaring up the 
terminal portions of said panels at right angles 
to the plane of said main panels, folding over 
said side panels into an overlapping position 
whereby the longitudinal portions of said U 
shaped lines of adhesive will be brought into a 
registering position with the transverse portion 
thereof and said transverse lines of adhesive on 
the other side of said webyvill be brought into an 
adjacent position, folding the terminal regions 
of said main panels over each other to bring the 
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end portions of said adjacent lines of adhesive 
in contact with their intermediate portions, sev 
ering the bag thus formed from said tube, and 
subsequently applying a heated pressure surface 
to the outer face of the bottom structure to fuse 
said cooperating lines of adhesive together and to 
convert them into dams effectively sealing the 
interior of said bag from the exterior. 

HARRY F. WATERS. 
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